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A series of isomeric 4-aminopyrimidinium radicals were used to model hydrogen atom adducts of nucleobases
containing the 4-aminopyrimidine structure motif. Relative stabilities and activation energies for dissociations
by hydrogen atom loss have been calculated by density functional theory and ab initio methods up to effective
QCISD(T)/6-311+G(2d,p) for 4-amino-N-1-H- (1), 2-H- (2), N-3-H- (3), 4-H- (4), 5-H- (5), and 6-H-
(6) pyrimidinium radicals and the 4-pyrimidylammonium radical (7). All these radicals were found to be
bound species existing in potential energy wells. The order of stabilities has been established as5 (most
stable)> 3 > 2 > 1 > 6 > 4 . 7 (least stable). Dissociations of the N-H and C-H bonds in1-7 required
activation barriers above the dissociation thresholds. RRKM calculations of unimolecular rate constants for
N-H bond dissociations in1 and3 predicted substantial stabilization of these radicals by kinetic shift in the
gas phase. Additions of hydrogen atoms to the N-1, C-2, N-3, C-4, C-5, and C-6 ring positions in
4-aminopyrimidine were found to be exothermic by 68, 70, 76, 23, 91, and 62 kJ mol-1 at 0 K, respectively.
Hydrogen atom addition to the NH2 group was 58 kJ mol-1 endothermic. The activation barriers for the
hydrogen atom additions to 4-aminopyrimidine were found to inversely correlate with the reaction enthalpies.
The calculated rate constants predicted predominant (95%) hydrogen atom addition to C-5. The other positions
were substantially less reactive, e.g., N-3 (2%), C-2 (1%), C-6 (0.8%), and N-1 (0.4%).

Introduction

Radical attacks on pyrimidine and purine nucleobases are
considered to be one of the major chemical mechanisms of DNA
damage.1 When formed by radiolysis of water, the attacking
species, OH• and H•, are presumed to add rapidly to nucleobase
residues (N, Scheme 1).2 In another mechanism of DNA
damage,3 electron capture by the nucleobase (N) is presumed
to form an anion-radical (N•-) which is quenched by protonation
in solution (Scheme 1). The resulting radical, (N+ H)•, is
formally analogous to the hydrogen atom adduct, but it may
represent a different isomer.1

Early electron spin resonance (ESR) studies identified H-atom
adducts to C-5 and oxygen atom upon irradiation of cytosine.4,5

Similar results were obtained recently from heavy ion bombard-
ment of nucleobases at low temperature.6 Recently, Symons and
co-workers studied cytosine and cytidine anion-radicals gener-
ated in liquid lithium chloride glasses.7 On the basis of ESR
spectra of deuterium-labeled derivatives, they concluded that
protonation of anion-radicals occurred on the exocyclic amino
group, yielding an unusual zwitterion.7 These recent experi-
mental results stressed the need for reliable relative energies of
nucleobase radicals and activation energies for hydrogen atom
additions.

The thermochemistry of OH• and H• adducts to nucleobases
has been studied by Colson, Sevilla, and their co-workers for
selected ring positions in adenine (C-4, C-5, and C-8), guanine
(C-4, C-5, and C-8), cytosine (C-3, C-5, and C-6), and thymine
(C-5 and C-6).8-11 These authors used semiempirical and
Hartree-Fock-level ab initio methods with small basis sets to
evaluate isodesmic reactions for radical transfer between the
nucleobase and a small organic radical.10 The calculated C-H

bond dissociation energies in the nucleobase radicals ranged
between 79 and 134 kJ mol-1 depending on the nucleobase and
the computational level used.10 However, to our knowledge there
have been no studies of the relative stabilities of H-atom adducts
resulting from attacks at other ring positions in pyrimidine and
purine derivatives and the activation energies for the H-atom
additions.

We have recently studied a model system, 4-aminopyrimidine,
for which N-H radicals were generated in the gas phase by
femtosecond electron transfer to stable aminopyrimidinium
cations.12 The 4-aminopyrimidinium radicals under study showed
surprising stabilities in the gas phase, which were tentatively
assigned to potential energy barriers to dissociations of N-H
bonds. It was therefore of interest to compare the relative
stabilities and dissociation energies ofa complete setof
4-aminopyrimidinium radicals (1-7). These radicals can be
viewed as simplified models13 of cytosine and adenine radicals
that incorporate the 4-aminopyrimidine structure motif. We now
report a computational study that utilizes perturbational Moller-
Plesset, quadratic configuration interaction, and density func-
tional theory calculations with medium-size basis sets to provide
relative stabilities for the isomeric radicals, bond dissociation
energies, and activation energies for hydrogen atom additions.
Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) theory is used to
calculate microcanonical rate constants for unimolecular radical
dissociations. Transition state theory is used to calculate rate
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constants for bimolecular addition of hydrogen atom to 4-ami-
nopyrimidine. The energy data obtained for 4-aminopyrimidine
will be used as a reference in a high-level computational study
of cytosine radicals.14

Calculations

Standard ab initio calculations were carried out using the
Gaussian 94 suite of programs.15 Geometries were first opti-
mized with Hartree-Fock calculations (RHF/6-31G(d,p) for
molecules, UHF/6-31G(d,p) for radicals) and then re-optimized
with density functional theory calculations using Becke’s hybrid
functional (B3LYP)16,17 and the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set. Com-
plete optimized structures, harmonic frequencies, and moments
of inertia for 1-8 and transition states TS(1)-TS(7) are
available as Supporting Information. B3LYP calculations have
been reported to provide accurate optimized geometries for a
number of systems,18 and the 6-31+G(d,p) basis proved to be
adequate for giving good quality radical geometries.19 Harmonic
frequencies were calculated with HF/6-31G(d,p) or B3LYP/6-
31+G(d,p) and used to characterize local minima (all frequen-
cies real) and first-order saddle points (1 imaginary frequency).
Dissociation pathways were investigated with stepwise calcula-
tions in which the dissociating bond length was frozen while
the remaining 32 degrees of freedom were fully optimized. The
B3LYP frequencies were scaled by 0.961,20-22 and the HF
frequencies were scaled by 0.89323 and used to calculate zero-
point energy corrections, enthalpies, and partition functions.
Single-point energies were obtained by B3LYP and Moller-
Plesset perturbational calculations truncated at second order with
frozen core excitations (MP2) using the larger 6-311G(2d,p)
and 6-311+G(2d,p) basis sets. The spin-unrestricted MP2
calculations (UMP2) were affected by contamination from
higher spin states that gave total spin values,〈S2〉 ) 1.1-1.2.
Annihilation of higher spin states by spin projection24,25reduced
the 〈S2〉 values to 0.82-0.85 and resulted in projected MP2
energies (PMP2) that were lower by 20-28 mhartree. At the
highest level of theory, quadratic configuration interaction
calculations (QCISD(T))26 were performed and extrapolated to
effective QCISD(T)/6-311+G(2d,p) energies by a composite
procedure (eq 1) based on the additivity approximation.27

This treatment is analogous to the G2(MP2) scheme28 and its
modifications29-31 but uses smaller basis sets for the single-
point calculations. The QCISD(T)/6-311+G(2d,p) energies were
much less sensitive to spin contamination; the use of UMP2 or
PMP2 energies in eq 1 resulted in differences in total energies
that were<1 mhartree for radicals1-7 and<3 mhartree for
transition states.

RRKM calculations of unimolecular rate constants were
performed using Hase’s program.32,33Direct counting of quan-
tum states was used to obtain microcanonical rate constants,
k(E,J,K), which were Boltzmann averaged over the rotational
states to providek(E)values. Bimolecular rate constants (mol-1

cm3 s-1) were calculated using the standard transition state
theory formula.34

Results and Discussion

Radical Structures and Relative Stabilities. Geometry
optimizations with B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) gave local energy
minima for radicals1-7 and 4-aminopyrimidine (8) that were
confirmed by harmonic frequency analyses. Structures1-8 were

rather unexceptional and thus deserve only a brief comment.
Compared with8, radicals1-6 showed longer bonds at the
ring atoms carrying the additional hydrogen atom, e.g., N-1,
C-2, N-3, C-4, C-5, and C-6 in1-6, respectively (Figure 1).
The pyrimidine rings were only slightly puckered in1-6. For
example, the N-1-H bond in 1 was deflected from the ring
plane by 8.3°, whereas the N-3-H bond in3 was pyramidized
more substantially (30.5°, Figure 1). The latter effect may be
due to steric interaction between the N-3-H and N-7-H-7a
bonds, which causes out-of-plane deflection of both bonds.
Radical7 showed a long C-4-N-7 bond (Figure 1). In addition,
the axial N-7-H-7c bond in the ammonium group was notably
longer than the two equatorial N-7-H bonds (Figure 1).

The relative enthalpies of radicals1-7 at 0 and 298 K are
given in Table 1. At all levels of theory, radical5 was the most
stable isomer followed by3. Radicals1, 2, and6 had comparable
relative enthalpies, whereas4 and 7 were increasingly desta-
bilized against5. In comparing therelatiVe stabilities, the
B3LYP and MP2 methods gave results that were in good
agreement ((10 kJ mol-1) with those from the higher level
QCISD(T) calculations.

Radical Dissociations and Hydrogen Atom Additions.The
calculated total energies of1-7 and the energy of8 allowed
us to obtain the energies for hydrogen atom additions to8 and
for the reverse dissociations of the corresponding N-H and
C-H bonds in the radicals. The data showed that the N-H
and C-H bond dissociations wereendothermicfor all positions
in 8 except the amino group (Table 2). Isomers1-6 were
therefore thermodynamically stable with respect to dissociations
to 8 and a hydrogen atom, while isomer7 was metastable.
Compared with the QCISD(T) dissociation energies (∆H°r,298),
the MP2 enthalpies were underestimated by 10-20 kJ mol-1.
This effect was most likely due to the imperfect correction of
spin contamination in the MP2 calculations of the heterocyclic
radicals.12,35 By contrast, the B3LYP reaction enthalpies were
uniformly overestimated by 10-20 kJ mol-1. This systematic
error was probably due to a better delocalization of valence
electrons in1-7, as opposed to8 + H•, which resulted in radical
overstabilization.36 Since the deviations in the MP2 and B3LYP
dissociation energies consistently had a similar magnitude but
opposite signs, very good agreement ((10 kJ mol-1) with the
QCISD(T) data was obtained by simple averaging of the PMP2
and B3LYP reaction enthalpies (Table 2). A similar empirical
procedure has been recently reported to provide accurate proton
affinities for a series of C2H6OS isomers.37 This correction
provides a convenient shortcut to good quality relative energies
for heterocyclic radicals and allows one to circumvent the
QCISD(T) calculations that are expensive for the systems under
study and even more so for the larger nucleobase radicals.14

The reaction paths for dissociations of the pertinent N-H
and C-H bonds in1-7 were investigated by B3LYP/6-31+G-
(d,p) calculations that yielded transition state geometries and
zero-point energies. Activation energies for unimolecular dis-
sociations of1-7 and the reverse hydrogen atom additions to
8 were obtained by single-point calculations, as summarized in
Table 2. The calculated energies are related by eq 2, where BDE

is the dissociation energy of the X-H bond, ETS,dis is the
activation energy for the bond dissociation, andETS,add is the
activation energy for hydrogen addition to the same position in
8.

Dissociation of the N-1-H bond in1 was calculated to require
40 kJ mol-1 above the thermochemical threshold defined by

QCISD(T)/6-311+G(2d,p)≈ QCISD(T)/6-31G(d,p)+
MP2/6-311+G(2d,p)- MP2/6-31G(d,p) (1)

BDE(X-H) ) ETS,dis- ETS,add (2)
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BDE(N-1-H) ) 68 kJ mol-1. The N-1-H bond was only
partially interrupted in the transition state (r(N-H) ) 1.602
Å), which indicated substantial interaction between the 1s
semioccupied atomic orbital on the hydrogen atom and the
frontier orbitals in8. Such an interaction is visualized by frontier
orbital plots for1, TS(1), and8 (Figure 2). The singly occupied
molecular orbital (SOMO) in1 is a π-type orbital. Since the
H-1 atom lies close to the ring plane in1, the N-1-H bonding
σ-orbital and SOMO are nearly orthogonal and do not mix
constructively. In the transition state, the SOMO develops into
a combination of the hydrogen s-type atomic orbital and a
π-orbital resembling the HOMO in8. This requires changes in

the nodal properties of theπ-orbital components, e.g., along
the C-2-N-3 and N-3-C-4 bonds and the dissociating N-1...H
bond (Figure 2). The orbital analysis suggested that the reverse
reaction, addition of H• to 8, must involve a three-electron, two-
orbital interaction between the semioccupied 1s orbital on the
hydrogen atom and the doubly occupied HOMO in8. In
contrast, the LUMO in8 was a diffuse orbital, which had
negligible coefficients at N-1 and therefore could not overlap
substantially with the 1s atomic orbital of the approaching
hydrogen atom. The barrier for the hydrogen atom addition to
N-1 in 8 is probably due to the reorganization energy required
to redistribute theπ electrons from the HOMO in8 to another

Figure 1. B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) optimized geometries of radicals1-7 and 4-aminopyrimidine (8).

TABLE 1: Relative Energies of Aminopyrimidinium Radicals 1-7

relative energya

species
B3LYP/

6-31+G(d,p) B3LYP/6-311G(2d,p)
PMP2/

6-311G(2d,p) B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,p)
PMP2/

6-311+G(2d,p)
QCISD(T)

6-311+G(2d,p)b

1 18.7 22.8 24.1c 25.3 15.1 18.6c 22.0 23.4(25.2)d

2 24.4 24.5 25.1 25.7 23.6 24.3 25.0 20.8(20.1)d

3 16.9 16.9 18.4 19.8 13.2 14.8 16.3 15.0(14.5)d

4 79.4 79.8 78.1 76.4 78.9 77.8 76.7 68.0(66.9)d

5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (0)d

6 29.6 29.4 32.5 35.5 28.6 31.7 34.8 29.3(28.8)d

7 155.5 164.2 156.8 149.3 154.0 146.3 138.6 149.4(147.5)d

a In kJ mol-1 at 0 K. b From eq 1.c Averaged MP2 and B3LYP energies.d 298 K values.
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orbital in the transition state. Note that this orbital interaction
differs from that for the analogous addition of a hydrogen atom
to the nitrogen atom in pyridine, which involved a conventional
H(1s)-LUMO mixing in the transition state.13

Dissociation of the N-3-H bond in 3 was in all respects
similar to that of the N-1-H bond. The transition state was
found atr(N-H) ) 1.638 Å, which required 35 kJ mol-1 above
the thermochemical threshold given by the BDE(N-3-H) ) 76
kJ mol-1 at 0 K (Table 3). The frontier orbital interactions in
the dissociation of the N-3-H bond in3 are shown in Figure
3. In the transition state, theπ-type SOMO in3 develops into
a combination of a hydrogen atom s-type orbital and the HOMO
in 8 (the latter orbital is depicted with an inverted phase). Hence,
addition of the hydrogen atom to N-3 in8 involves a three-
electron two-orbital interaction resulting in reorganization of
the HOMOπ-electrons.

Dissociation of the N-7-H bond in7 was different. Radical
7 was a highly polarized species, which can be represented by
a zwitterionic structure consisting of a pyrimidine anion-radical
and the positively charged ammonium group.7,12 Accordingly,
the SOMO in7 was aπ orbital that was delocalized in the
pyrimidine ring. Dissociation of the axial N-7-H bond required

only 22 kJ mol-1 above7 and was accompanied by continuous
reorganization of the SOMO, which retained its nodal properties
in the transition state (Figure 4). The reverse addition of a
hydrogen atom to the amino group in8 was 58 kJ mol-1

endothermic and had to overcome an activation barrier of 80
kJ mol-1. This activation energy is probably due to the
substantial electron reorganization during the first phase of the
addition, when the electron density is forced to flow from the
amino group into the pyrimidine ring.

Dissociation of the most stable radical5 showed a potential
energy profile continuously increasing along the C-5-H coor-
dinate up tor(C-5-H) ) 1.979 Å, where a transition state was
located (Figure 5). The activation energy for a hydrogen atom
addition to C-5 in8 was calculated by QCISD(T)/6-311+G-
(2d,p) at 26.5 kJ mol-1, which was the lowest value for any
position in8. Hence, radical5 is both thermodynamically and
kinetically the most stable isomer, which should be formed
preferentially upon hydrogen atom addition to8.

Dissociations of the C-2-H bond in2 and the C-6-H bond
in 6 showed rather similar characteristics (Table 3). Transition
states were found at C-H bond lengths of 1.845 and 1.85 Å,
respectively. The transition states for the dissociations of2 and

TABLE 2: Reaction Enthalpies and Activation Energies for Dissociations of 1-7a

relative energya

reaction r(X-H)b
B3LYP/

6-31+G(d,p) B3LYP/6-311G(2d,p)
PMP2/

6-311G(2d,p) B3LYP/ 6-311+G(2d,p)
PMP2/

6-311+G(2d,p)
QCISD(T)/

6-311+G(2d,p)c

1 f 8 + H• 103.0 90.3 70.8d 51.4 95.7 73.1d 50.5 67.6(69.6)e

1 f TS(1) 1.602 109.1 99.3 96.9 94.5 109.2 103.8 98.5 107.5
8 + H• f TS(1) 6.1 9.1 26.1 43.1 13.5 30.8 48.0 39.9
2 f 8 + H• 97.3 88.5 69.7 51.0 87.2 67.3 47.5 70.1(74.6)e

2 f TS(2) 1.845 107.7 104.6 94.7 84.9 106.0 95.6 85.2 107.0
8 + H• f TS(2) 10.4 16.1 25.0 33.9 18.9 28.3 37.7 36.9
3 f 8 + H• 104.9 96.1 76.6 57.0 97.6 76.9 56.1 76.0(80.2)e

3 f TS(3) 1.638 109.0 103.5 99.9 96.2 109.3 104.6 100.0 111.2
8 + H• f TS(3) 4.1 7.3 23.3 39.3 11.7 27.8 43.8 35.2
4 f 8 + H• 42.4 33.2 16.7 0.3 31.9 13.9 -4.2 23.0(27.8)e

4 f TS(4) 1.666 76.5 73.7 69.1 64.6 74.3 69.2 64.0 86.3
8 + H• f TS(4) 34.1 40.5 52.4 64.3 42.4 55.3 68.2 63.4
5 f 8 + H• 121.7 113.0 94.9 76.7 110.8 91.6 72.5 91.0(94.7)e

5 f TS(5) 1.979 123.1 118.6 109.8 101.1 120.5 111.1 101.6 117.5
8 + H• f TS(5) 1.3 5.5 14.9 24.4 9.7 19.4 29.1 26.5
6 f 8 + H• 74.1 65.7 44.5 23.3 64.2 41.9 19.7 61.7(66.0)e

6 f TS(6) 1.840 85.4 82.3 70.5 58.7 83.8 71.5 59.2 100.1
8 + H• f TS(6) 11.2 16.6 26.0 35.4 19.6 29.6 39.5 38.4
7 f 8 + H• -33.7 -51.2 -61.9 -72.6 -43.2 -54.7 -66.1 -58.4(-54.1)e

7 f TS(7) 1.350 2.6 -8.2 5.5 19.2 2.0 14.8 27.6 21.7
8 + H• f TS(7) 36.3 43.0 67.4 91.8 45.2 69.5 93.7 80.0

a 0 K values in kJ mol-1. b Dissociating bond lengths (Å) in transition states.c Effective energies from eq 1.d Averaged B3LYP and PMP2
energies.e 298 K values.

Figure 2. Frontier orbitals in1, TS(1), and8 from HF/6-311+G(2d,p) wave functions.
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6 were obtained with similar energies as were the activation
energies for additions of hydrogen atoms to C-2 and C-6, 37
and 38 kJ mol-1, respectively (Table 3).

The C-4-H bond in 4 was weak, BDE(C-4-H) ) 23 kJ
mol-1 at 0 K. Interestingly, the dissociation of the C-4-H bond
was found to require 63 kJ mol-1 above the thermochemical
threshold. Radical4 was therefore kinetically stabilized against
dissociation. However, addition of a hydrogen atom to C-4 in
8 is hampered by the presence of the large activation barrier.

Dissociation and Hydrogen Addition Kinetics. Having
characterized the transition states for hydrogen loss and addition,
we have calculated the rate constants for these reactions.
Unimolecular rate constants for dissociations of the N-H bonds
in 1, 3, and 7 were relevant to the experimentally observed

stability of 4-aminopyrimidinium radicals in the gas phase.12

The RRKM rate constants are shown in Figure 6 as plots of
log kuni versus internal energy. Radical3 had a slightly higher
activation energy for H loss (111.2 kJ mol-1) than did radical
1 (107.5 kJ mol-1). However, the logkuni curves crossed at∼5
kJ mol-1 above TS(1) such that the N-3-H bond dissociation
in 3 was faster than the dissociation of the N-1-H bond in1
over a broad range of internal energies (Figure 6a). Both log
kuni curves showed a shallow rise with the radical internal
energy. For the experimental time scale of 4.7µs,12 the half-
lives for the dissociations appeared at logkuni ) 5.17. Figure
6a shows that achieving this rate constant was accompanied by
substantial kinetic shifts,∆E ) 32 and 22 kJ mol-1 for 1 and
3, respectively. By contrast, dissociation of the N-7-H bond

TABLE 3: Ab Initio Calculated Arrhenius Parameters for Dissociations of Aminopyrimidinium Radicals and Addition of
Hydrogen Atoms to 4-Aminopyrimidine

reaction E0 Ea
a log A r2 ki,298

b 100ki/∑ki

QCISD(T)/6-311+ G(2d,p) Energies
1 f 8 + H• 107.47 105.81 11.83 0.99979 2.2× 10-7

8 + H• f 1 39.88 37.22 12.41 0.99999 7.8× 105 0.4
2 f 8 + H• 107.04 110.31 13.33 0.99999 9.4× 10-7

8 + H• f 2 36.89 34.07 12.37 0.99998 2.5× 106 1.4
3 f 8 + H• 111.20 113.51 13.10 0.99999 1.6× 10-7

8 + H• f 3 35.22 35.93 12.92 0.99986 4.0× 106 2.2
4 f 8 + H• 86.34 88.74 12.95 0.99997 2.4× 10-3

8 + H• f 4 63.38 59.29 11.97 0.99998 4.0× 102 0.0
5 f 8 + H• 117.52 120.08 12.70 0.99999 1.1× 10-9

8 + H• f 5 26.53 23.82 12.41 0.99998 1.7× 108 95.2
6 f 8 + H• 100.08 103.20 13.29 0.99997 1.5× 10-5

8 + H• f 6 38.42 35.71 12.41 0.99999 1.4× 106 0.8
7 f 8 + H• 21.66 23.29 12.85 0.99986 5.7× 108

8 + H• f 7 80.02 72.73 13.03 0.99986 5.2× 10-2 0.0

Averaged PMP2+ B3LYP/6-311+ G(2d,p) Energies
1 f 8 + H• 103.84 104.49 12.30 0.99979 9.7× 10-7

8 + H• f 1 30.75 28.09 12.41 0.99999 3.1× 107 1.0 (1.0)c

2 f 8 + H• 95.6 98.89 13.32 0.99999 9.4× 10-5

8 + H• f 2 28.3 25.47 12.37 0.99997 8.1× 108 2.5 (1.5)
3 f 8 + H• 105.83 108.13 13.10 0.99999 1.4× 10-6

8 + H• f 3 28.94 29.65 12.92 0.99986 5.0× 107 1.5 (2.5)
4 f 8 + H• 69.17 71.57 12.95 0.99995 1.0× 103

8 + H• f 4 55.31 51.22 11.97 0.99997 2.5 0.0 (0.0)
5 f 8 + H• 111.07 113.63 12.70 0.99998 5.9× 10-8

8 + H• f 5 19.44 16.73 12.41 0.99998 3.0× 109 93.4 (93.9)
6 f 8 + H• 71.5 74.6 13.29 0.99995 1.6
8 + H• f 6 29.6 26.8 12.41 0.99999 5.2× 107 1.6 (1.1)
7 f 8 + H• 14.83 16.43 12.85 0.99986 9.0× 109

8 + H• f 7 69.47 64.90 11.91 0.99986 3.7 0.0 (0.0)

a Arrhenius activation energy in kJ mol-1. b Bimolecular rate constants in mol-1 cm3 s-1, unimolecular rate constants in s-1. c Values in parentheses
are from the averaged PMP2 and B3LYP/6-311G(2d,p) calculations.

Figure 3. Frontier orbitals in3, TS(3), and8 from HF/6-311+G(2d,p) wave functions.
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in 7 showed a steeply rising logkuni curve (Figure 6b), which
reached logkuni ) 8 within 1 kJ mol-1 above the transition
state energy. These calculations indicated that radicals1 and3
were kinetically stabilized against dissociation to8 and a
hydrogen atom in the gas phase. Radical7 was predicted to be
unstable on the microsecond time scale and should be difficult
if not impossible to prepare by collisional electron transfer. The
facile dissociation of7 is in an apparent contradiction with the
results of Symons, who reported a stable cytosine radical
analogous to7.7 However, it is possible that the highly polar
cytosine radical was stabilized by the ionic medium or polar
solvent used in the trapping experiments.7

Additions of hydrogen atoms to8 can yield isomers1-6 by
exothermic reactions. The kinetics of the hydrogen atom
additions were therefore of interest for establishing the product
distribution in this model system. The rate constants for
bimolecular reactions of8 with H•, kbimol, were calculated from
the transition state theory formula (eq 3),34,38 wherekB is the
Boltzmann constant,NA is the Avogadro number,h is the Planck
constant,Vm is the molar volume,T is the absolute temperature,
andR is the gas constant.

The E0 values were obtained from QCISD(T)/6-311+G(2d,p)
transition state energies and B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) zero-point

corrections. The partition functions,Q ) QelQtransQrotQvib, for
the reactants and transition states were obtained from the
calculated (scaled) harmonic frequencies (forQvib) and moments
of inertia (forQrot), using standard thermodynamic formulas.38

Rate constants for unimolecular dissociations of thermal radicals
1-7, kunimol were treated analogously.

Plotting the calculated logk values against 1/T in the range
of T ) 200-550 K showed very good Arrhenius behavior with
correlation coefficientsr2 ) 0.999 or better. The fitted Arrhenius
activation energies (Ea) and preexponential factors (logA) are
summarized in Table 3. TheEa and logA were calculated to
give kbimol in units of mol-1 cm3 s-1 and kunimol in s-1. The
absolute rate constants for hydrogen atom additions to8 differed
by 2-3 orders of magnitude when calculated at the different
levels of theory. However, therelatiVe Values, ki/∑ki, were
similar (Table 3). Since the relative rate constants are equal to
the relative rates of hydrogen atom addition to the different sites
in 8, the calculatedki/∑ki values were used to predict the site
selectivities. Both the QCISD(T) and the averaged (MP2+
B3LYP) calculations predicted predominant addition to C-5 in
8, 93-95% (Table 3). The other sites were much less reactive,
e.g., N-3 (2%), C-2 (1-2%), N-1 (∼1%), and C-6 (∼1%). C-4
and the amino group were unreactive.

The calculated relative rate constants showed that the
averaged PMP2 and B3LYP calculations performed very well
compared with the much more expensive effective QCISD(T)
method. This finding is significant for the calculations of radicals
derived from larger systems, e.g., adenine, guanine, cytosine,
uracil, and thymine, for which QCISD(T) calculations may not
be feasible even with the moderate 6-31G(d,p) basis set.14

Figure 4. Frontier orbitals in7 and TS(7) from HF/6-311+G(2d,p)
wave functions.

Figure 5. B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) potential energy profile for the
dissociation of the C-5-H bond in 5. Circles: B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p)
energies. Triangles: B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,p) energies with ZPVE
corrections. Squares: Effective QCISD(T)/6-311+G(2d,p) energies with
ZPVE corrections. Diamonds: PMP2/6-311+G(2d,p) energies with
ZPVE corrections.

kbimol )
kBTNAVm

b

QTS

QHQ(8)
e-E0/RT (3)

Figure 6. RRKM unimolecular rate constants for N-H bond dis-
sociations in (a)1 and3 and (b)7. kuni were calculated forTrot ) 423
and 523 K. The broken lines show the region of experimental kinetic
stability for 1 and3.
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Nevertheless, investigations of potential energy surfaces in
radicals were tedious even in1-7. In nucleobases, the large
number of tautomers and radicals derived therefrom presents a
daunting task for selecting the kinetically relevant transition
states. We found empirically that for1-7 the energy barriers
(E0) for the hydrogen atom additions correlated with the reaction
exothermicities (-∆Hadd) according to eq 4.

The correlations are shown for1-6 in Figure 7 for the effective
QCISD(T)/6-311+G(2d,p) and averaged PMP2 and B3LYP
energies. Since hydrogen atom addition to the NH2 group in8
was 80 kJ mol-1 endothermic and therefore negligibly slow at
any relevant temperature, isomer7 was omitted from the
correlations. The QCISD(T) data showed the best fit (a )
0.5365,c ) 74.9,r2 ) 0.9799,s(E) ) 2.0 kJ mol-1). Those for
the averaged PMP2 and B3LYP calculations were less tight,
e.g.,a ) 0.4598 and 0.4295,c ) 57.2 and 58.7,r2 ) 0.929
and 0.908,s(E) ) 3.8 and 4.1 kJ mol-1, for the 6-311G(2d,p)
and 6-311+G(2d,p) basis sets, respectively. The regressions
showed very good estimates for the lowest activation energies
for the hydrogen atom addition to C-5 (∆E < 1.3 kJ mol-1).

Empirical correlations betweenE0 and ∆Hr have been
introduced by Evans and Polanyi for reactions of alkali metal
atoms with alkyl halides39,40and used for other systems as well.41

In the present case of hydrogen atom additions to8, the∆Hadd

values follow the order of radical stabilities,∆Hadd ) -∆Hdis.
This may have practical ramifications for predicting the order
of activation energies for hydrogen atom additions to nucleo-
bases based on the calculated relative stabilities of nucleobase
radicals.10,14The latter values are much easier to calculate than
the potential energy barriers.

A qualitative relationship was also sought between the
activation energies for H-atom additions and the calculated
atomic charges in8 (Figure 8), as discussed previously for
nucleobases.2,11C-5 had the highest electron density of the ring
carbon atoms, corresponding to its highest affinity for the
hydrogen atom. However, the much more electronegative
nitrogen atoms in8 showed lower hydrogen atom affinities and
higher activation energies than did C-5. It appears that the nodal
properties of the frontier orbitals in8 are the primary determinant
affecting the activation energies for H-atom additions.

Conclusion

Radicals produced by hydrogen atom additions to 4-ami-
nopyrimidine (8) were stable species. Effective QCISD(T)/6-

311+G(2d,p) calculations predicted C-5 to be the preferred site
of H atom attack to give rise to the most stable 4-amino-5(H)-
pyrimidinium radical. Additions to all ring positions in8 were
exothermic. Addition to the amino group was endothermic.
PMP2 and B3LYP calculations showed systematic errors of
similar magnitude but opposite signs. Averaged PMP2 and
B3LYP energies gave reaction enthalpies and activation energies
that agreed well with the QCISD(T) data. The calculated
activation energies for H atom additions to8 correlated with
the reaction exothermicities. The use of inexpensive MP2 and
B3LYP computations and the empirical correlations between
the radical stabilities and activation energies are promising for
predicting the reactivity of heteroaromatic molecules and
nucleobases in radical additions.
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